SCIENCE…
NATURE’S WAY
Celebrating Six Years!

Metamorphic Transformation of Your Drinking Water!

The Beyond O2 Exclusive “Q-Stream Chamber™”
The Ul ti mate Home Dri nki ng Wate r Fi l trati on Syste m

Beyond O 2 ’s exclusive 9-Stage Purification / Q-Stream Chamber™ (Quintessence Streaming) is the
hydration foundation science to the blessings found in Beyond O 2 Premium Alkaline Oxygen Water
Filtration System.
As your purified water streams through this final Chamber phase, it’s
metamorphically transformed like that of a caterpillar becoming a butterfly.
It
becomes Beyond O 2 ! …becoming natures best way to pure, crisp, deliciously
hydrating, alkaline/ion enhanced, thirst quenching experience.
It is through this natural science that we compress a thousand years of time found in
the freshness and purity of glacier waters into a few seconds of time—transforming
your water into a naturally enriched ionic alkaline mineralized thirst quencher—like
having a natural mountain stream right under your kitchen sink!
Your Beyond O2 Love-Streaming Water Filtration Process:

Under its own natural pressure (without electricity of any
kind), your water streams through several uniquely
designed streaming filtration chambers.
Like a gentle,
bubbling flowing stream, we first lovingly bring it back to
its naturally pure clean and crisp alpha state of the ultimate cleanliness and freshness.
Like a flowing stream cleans water naturally, we begin by removing the largest
particulates…all the way down to the fifth and final chamber where we remove any
remaining sub-micron particles and toxins (This unique technique is the same utilized
for desalinating ocean drinking water, and a process of water purification approved by the FDA.)
Now that your water is ultra-clean through the 9 stage stream-chamber filters, (where we have removed toxins
and particulates as noted below), the water gently travels through our final Q-Stream Chamber™. As the water
streams through this chamber, embedded with soluble coral and volcanic rock, natural trace minerals calcium,
potassium and magnesium are infused, creating the metamorphic blessings found only in Beyond O 2 Premium
Alkaline Oxygen Water. This metamorphic transformation naturally raises your water’s pH to around 9.5
Alkalinity, making it supremely bio-wettable for optimum cellular hydration. Also, by naturally infusing
minerals in this streaming way, your water’s alkalinity infusion lasts years versus days, as in other processes.
Impurities Filtered by Five Stream-Chamber Filtrates: Impurities ranging from pharmaceuticals, fluorides,
aluminum, sands, dirt, rust from the water pipes, insects, asbestos fiber, coli, unpleasant orders of chlorine that
was used as a disinfectant and heavy chlorine by-products such as chloramines, THM, and TCE; and finally,
through the RO chamber, wide spectrum of impurities including various kinds of harmful chemical substances
such as bacteria, virus, cancerous heavy metals, phenols, pesticides, synthetic detergents, pipe waste, industrial
waste, radioactive contaminated materials down to 0.0001 micron (25,400 microns = 1 inch).
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